
S5 E4: Crowning of the Trios (7th July 2020)

Matt and Shaul welcomes the
viewers to the Temple and sells it
as a major episode as we crown
our new Trios champions in the
LU special T3 match or the Triple
Threat Trios.

Also, Shaul informs that Goliaths
have informed that whether they
win or not, dark days are here
but if they become champions,
at least the suffering of Mysterio
will ease up a little.

Also, Matt then chimes in and
hypes up the Aztec Warfare
which will be up next month and
where we will crown our new LU
champion. So, the next few
weeks will be very important for
everyone.



Listen Claw. I have finally unveiled the secret to ruling this place. I heard everyone discussing about 
Aztec Warfare and how those jokers who keep screaming  announced about LU Championship. 

Bandido tells 
Night Claw that 
he has a plan to 

take the LU 
Championship

which dos 
Caras doesn’t 

agree to

Rating: 33

Matt: Bandido clearly stating 
that he is the boss and he is 
after the LU Championship

Shaul: Well if creeps like 
Bandido start winning 
championships, then what 
will be the future of the 
Temple??

It’s Bandido again who is having a pretty animated conversation with his partner (or is that 

his slave….) Night Claw

Ya, what of it??

Yes but there are too many people to go through. How do we overcome all?

Suddenly dos Caras comes in and screams on top of this lungs

(completely enraged) Listen and try to absorb through this thick skull of yours, you stupid fuck. LU 
Championship is the piece of ornament which grants you unlimited powers over this place. If you are 
a LU champion, you practically are the king and I plan on fully becoming the royalty.

As long as we are alive, people like you will never be able to destroy 
this place

Bandido always has a plan and it’s not we, it’s me. You better get that right

(evil laughter) All the more better because that just means that we need to get rid of you. Ha Ha



Rave 
cheapshots 
Tiger from 

back

but Tiger fights 
him off

Rating: 35

We segue into a vast open space amidst the 
tranquillity of nature which looks to be a 
meditation place of some kind. The sign reads 
Tiger Camp and as we proceed inside, indeed it 
is Dark Tiger who is meditating inside, probably 
trying to calm his mind

Out of nowhere , in comes Rave who clubs Tiger 
from behind and knocks him down  with a half 
cut bark of a tree.

Tiger turns around and floors him with a 
roundhouse kick and then drags his body with 
authority towards the Temple 

Matt: Tiger is angry. Everyone 
is going after them. What is 
happening?

Shaul: I have a doubt that 
Bandido is behind 
everything. I hate that guy.



Matt: Tiger makes short work 
of the psychotic Rave and 
puts a notice to his enemies

Shaul: But this is just one 
Matt. This place is infested 
with psychos. God knows 
how many more we have to 
deal with.

Tiger was seething with anger and he let his opponent know the same as he was 
relentless in his attacks, beating him with some stiff kicks and almost taking his head 
off with a running calf kick. Rave still had the tree bark in his hand and he struck 
some meaty blows with it but Tiger was not to be denied. 

After countering a 3rd blow with a takedown, Tiger hit some punches to his face 
before hitting the Fatality (rope hung rolling cutter)and then finished him off with 
Leap of the Tiger(corkscrew 450 splash) 

Singles Match: 

Dark Tiger

vs

Rave

Rating: 30
(Rave: 32, Tiger: 22)



Matt: Big mistake from Rosa 
trying to even face the Beast. 
She must be hating Sexy Star 
so much.

This match was organized at the behest of Sexy Star who wanted his teammates to 
subdue the Beast as she thinks that he can be an addition to their quest for finding 
different emotion for the resurrection for Ravana. 

But this was a big mistake as Rosa was a sitting duck for the Beast from the 
Underworld as he no selled whatever miniscule offense Rosa threw and then body 
slammed her twice before finishing her with La Valagueza.

Singles Match: 

Bestia 666

vs

Rosa

Rating: 35
(Bestia: 33, Rosa: 35)

Shaul: Rosa is dead. Rosa is 
dead. She is not moving. No 
way . This is insane. Bestia 
has just killed a roster 
member 

After the match, the sight of Rosa trying to get up made Bestia’s blood curl and he 
proceeded to decapitate her with a lariat. Then he proceeded to destroy her with 
two La Valaguezas and then dragged her limp body to the ramp where he choke 
slammed her all the way down into the equipment area. Bestia goes back with a 
sinister grin on his face. Sexy and Jessie Havok storm towards the area, as do all the 
staff trying to revive her……

Rosa is not moving….She hasn’t moved an inch. She is gone.

Matt: This is too shocking. 
Complete carnage out here. 
It’s like a switch flipped 
inside him, forcing him to 
exhibit extreme tendencies

Bestia kills 
Rosa

Rating: 30



Matt: Up next, our first title 
match of the season. Who 
will become the new Trios 
Champions?

Shaul: The bigger question is 
can Goliaths be stopped?

MAIN EVENT UP NEXT

V/S V/S

TRIOS CHAMPIONSHIP



Matt: The match is erupting 
into chaos now. So far, the 
Goliaths have had upper 
hand but this can change any 
moment.

Air Wolf, Pete and Romero start the match but both Pete and Wolf hesitate to attack 
the big man Romero. Instead they exchange a couple of punches before Romero 
decided enough is enough and fires devastating double clothesline to both of them. 
He then picked up Wolf and powerslammed him down. He went for Pete and threw 
him on the corner and went for a corner splash but Pete dodged it and then 
executed a bulldog off the ropes. He tagged in Alex who cleaned house with a flying 
thrust kick on Wolf and a double knee backbreaker on Romero. He tagged in Chris 
and they went to town hitting their tag team moves on both the opponents. 

But after a while, Romero made a desperate double DDT and then made the tag to 
Fale.
Fale came in and started throwing running shoulder blocks like it’s nobody’s business 
and even fired in a couple of punches to Aeroboy and Pete on the outside. Aeroboy 
tried disrupting the proceedings but he was thrown on the ramp for his troubles. 
Same treatment was given to Wolf who was choke slammed on Aeroboy. With both 
his partners out of ring, it was time for Aerostar to make an entry.

But he employed a different strategy. He had a chair in his hand and he fired in chair 
aided dropkicks from the top rope to both Alex and Chris and then slammed the 
chairs on the legs of both Fale & Romero leaving him the lone man in the ring.

Shaul: Aerostar cleans house. 
Great intent shown by him.

vs

vs



Matt: Mysterio and dos Caras 
cleaning up the Goliaths.. 
They haven’t forgotten about 
our boss. This is a 
gamechanger.

Afa and Pete joined Aerostar in the ring and a momentary alliance formed between 
Aero and Pete as they worked in tandem to take out Afa but he was too strong and 
after absorbing the chair shots from both of them, he punched the chair right in the 
face of Aerostar before delivering a massive Samoan Drop to him on the chair. With 
Pete the only one there, Afa went after him and delivers a belly to belly. 

He picked him up for the Samoan Storm (Fireman's carry spun into a wheelbarrow 
facebuster) but out of nowhere

Hijo del Rey Mysterio and Hijo de dos Caras comes in with clubs in hand and they go 
to town hitting every Goliaths in sight. Mysterio then delivers the Super Hurricanrana 
before dos Caras goes for an over the rope suicide dive taking out everybody outside.

With a massive opening in sight, Pete hits the Destroyer on Afa and pins him.

1….2…..3!!!

We have our new champion! Highwaymen is our new Trios Champion.

Shaul: Pete has done it. 
Highwaymen are our new 
champs. Thank god Goliaths 
have been denied. But what 
will happen to Rey Mysterio 
now?

vs

vs

Rating: 47
(Romero: 38, Afa Jr.: 23, Fale: 37, Aerostar: 45, Air Wolf: 34, 

Aeroboy: 35, Chris: 50, Pete: 44, Alex: 56 )



SHOW RATING: 40

Held from The Temple, South West, USA
Attendance: 222

Overall Rating: 0.04(33,568 viewers)
Less than 0.01(K-DOC TV, 303 viewers),                                      

0.04(YouTube(USA), 33,265 viewers)


